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October is the time of 
year when we open our 
doors to prospective Year 
7 students and their      
parents. Current Year 6 
students have the        
opportunity to look 
around, find out about the 
school and ask questions. 
Last week I was speaking 
at one of these events 
when I was asked a     
simple question; "What is 
it about Guildford County 
School that makes it     
different to other 
schools?"  My instinctive 
response was that it is 
about the confidence and 
self-belief of our              
students. There are other 
schools that achieve    
similar levels of academic 
success and student    
progress but, in my      
experience, Guildford 
County is unique in       
engendering an innate 
sense of faith in oneself.  

Since delivering this      
response, I have been 
reflecting on why this may 
be the case.  What makes 
our students different to 
those of other 
schools? As an academic 

team, we certainly feel it is           
important to empower our 
students and give them a 
voice. We listen to their 
opinions on Learning and 
Teaching panels, we give 
them positions of           
responsibility as House 
Captains and mentors 
and so on, but this is not 
unique. Many other 
schools do similar things. 
Perhaps we are less run 
of the mill in our passion 
for nurturing creative          
talent. As a Specialist  
Music College and      
thriving Creative Arts 
community, almost every 
student in the school will, 
at some time or other, get 
involved in the Creative 
Arts; many will make it a 
central element of their 
time at Guildford       
County. The self-
confidence and pride that 
a successful whole school 
production stimulates, is 
infectious; it spreads 
throughout the school and 
beyond to parents and 
governors. 

Most of all, though, the 
confidence comes from 
the relationships between 

students and teachers. 
We have a culture where 
mistakes are not seen as 
a negative but as an    
opportunity to learn. 
Teachers trust students to 
be responsible and     
committed participants in 
the learning process;    
students trust teachers to 
always have their best 
interests at the heart of 
everything they 
do. Students at Guildford 
County will not sit and 
work in silence; they will 
challenge, argue and   
develop their own points 
of view.  Not only is this   
allowed at County but it is 
positively encouraged.   

For the prospective Year 
7s, I sincerely hope that 
they do choose Guildford 
County.  I am confident 
that our school is the right 
choice and that we are 
providing our students 
with the best opportunities 
for personal growth  
alongside their academic 
success.   

 

 

Antonella Bosco Reid                    
Deputy Head Teacher 

Drama Production of Grimm Tales 
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As the number of homeless people on the streets of Guildford 
increases, County students got to meet a man who, until       
recently, had been homeless for a number of years . With a 
good job, he shared how he would never in an million 
years have expected to end up sleeping in a car park.   

"It could happen to anyone!", he said.  
The ways in which he was treated by the public were shocking, 
but Guildford Action Day Centre played a vital role. It was here 
he could receive a hot meal, a shower, a change of clothes, 
care and friendship. All of the food you have sent in for our  
harvest collection has been taken to the centre. Thank you so 
much for making a difference!  

The hardest time for the homeless is between January and 
March. If you would like to help this charity keep going, please 
contact Jo Tester on 01483 533943. 
        Rebecca Griffin, Religious Education 
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We really enjoyed the barbeque 
because it was entertaining and we 
got to meet new people. We   
particularly enjoyed the fact that it 
was very welcoming and made us 
feel a lot more comfortable here at 
County.            Issy Garfield Yr7 

I liked how it included lots of other activities too. It was 
really good to have the Sixth Formers there being nice 
to us and cooking us food. There was a lot of variety 
too: veggie burgers & veggie sausages, beef burgers, 
pork sausages, ice cream and some other snacks.  
             Emma-Lou Goodwin Yr7 

Our Road Safety Week assembly 
was meaningful and gave us a deep   
insight into the importance of being 

careful around traffic. Mrs Bosco-
Reid presented and did a fantastic 

job, keeping her audience            
entertained while still conveying 

valuable information.  
Facts:  
A car is the deadliest weapon we will ever use ... 
Road injury is the top killer for young people our age ... 
Yes - hard hitting and really made us all think about how safe we are being, 
even when we are just walking up and down to school. It made everyone 
consider paying closer attention to the traffic, instead of playing with their 
phone, listening to music or talking to friends when crossing -  these could 
all lead to a major accident. 
‘It’s not that you can’t hear the traffic - it is actually that your brain is 
just ignoring it, when you’re listening to music”  I imagine this is     
different to what people were thinking or believing - it made everyone sit up. 
The solutions:  
Do not wear headphones to school ... 
Do not play on your phone when walking ... 
Do not be chatting while crossing roads ... 
These concepts were communicated through a humorous video that 
brought to light some of the basic rules about crossing roads. 
So, stop, look, listen and lets hope that, as a result of this assembly ... 
More people use the crossings and wait for the green man. 
Less people listen to music. 
Less people travel in big groups that take up all the pavement. 
Far less people have their phones out when walking or crossing the road. 
Dan Kite Yr11 

19 - 25th November 

Ready, Steady, BBQ 
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Labour Market Economics 

A Genuine Value to Society? 

Yr13 students have been studying labour market economics, focusing initially 
on how the market pays some people more than others and how in most 
cases this is an efficient reflection of their value to society (and that Premier 
League footballers’ and care home workers' pay is more a  statement of how 
warped society's view of what it needs is) . We have also looked at how 
labour markets, and markets in general, lead to inequality and poverty. The 
group created an infographic of the Vicious Cycle of Poverty, whereby 
children born into poor families tend to end up poor themselves, through poor 

childhood, environment, diet, health, school and opportunities. 

Finally, being Economists, we have looked at solutions to the problem of 
poverty. We have been evaluating the work done to reduce both childhood 
and pensioner poverty over the last fifty years. We have also been offering 
solutions to the recent growth in working age poverty, including the work 
done in schools through the Pupil Premium Policy, and changes in benefits 

to encourage work.          Adam Daniels, Head of Business and Economics 
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House Captains Review 

A busy Half Term has seen Windsor students take part, 
with the other Houses, in our annual GCS Sponsored 
Walk. Everyone played their part in a fantastic day,  
appreciating the wonderful local countryside, whilst  
raising money for good causes. Last Friday was the first 
House competition of the year, with all year groups, not 
so much rowing gently down the stream, but rowing as 
fast as they could! The extremely close results are printed 
later in this edition, but very well done to everyone for 
taking part. Rehearsals are also in full swing for next 
month’s House Drama competition. Thanks to our Yr12 
students for writing the script and directing rehearsals, as 
well as to all the committed Windsor students involved 
with the production. We look forward to seeing the final 
performance. In the meantime, we wish all the Windsor 
students and staff a restful Half Term.    Mishka & Nelson 

This term has got off to a great start and has been as 
busy as ever!  It was great to see lots of new arrivals 
enjoying themselves at the Yr7 BBQ earlier in the Half 
Term.  We have also had events such as the Sponsored 
Walk, for which we had glorious weather.  Aside from 
this, House Drama is well underway and our Yr12   
students are working hard to get York’s play ready in 
time!  Well done to all the Lower School who have got 
involved; it is such an amazing event to participate in, so 
keep up the great work!  Congratulations must also be 
extended to everyone for the fabulous effort you put in 
during House Rowing on Friday.  A special mention must 
go to Yr9 Yorkies, whose outstanding group effort   
secured them first place!  Well done!  We hope you enjoy 
a nice Half Term break and come back ready for an 
equally busy second half of the Autumn Term.                      
    Bekah and Connor  

Since September, we have been very busy. Our 
amazing group of Yr12s started off House Drama, with 
rehearsals now well underway. Superb teamwork has 
led to a hilarious script and our fantastic cast is   
definitely doing it justice. There are so many familiar 
faces but also loads of new talent in Yr7. Tudor is 
definitely going to be a strong contender in this year’s 
competition. House Rowing last week was a really 
proud moment for both of us too, with Tudor winning 
overall. As always, it was the teamwork that resulted in 
us coming out on top. The support every year group 
was giving to each member of their team is just what 
Tudor is about. As this eventful Half Term ends, Tudor 
is winning overall. So thank you for your continued 
enthusiasm, it really helps us out, and it is obviously 
working! We can do this, Tudor!    Ben & Olivia 

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Stuart House is such an enthusiastic group of students to 
work with and House Rowing proved that. As much as 
we didn’t place in the top three within a number of year 
groups, the support from each tutor was amazing. House 
Rowing is always a challenge, especially as a minute 
seems a very long time. However, there were a number 
of students who put themselves forward to row three or 
four times within the 40 minutes. Sponsored Walk was 
blessed with some lovely weather, lifting the spirits of all 
the students within our House. As Sixth Form, sitting 
along the route, it was lovely to see many of our House 
with smiley faces enjoying their day out. House Drama is 
another event coming up in the next half term; it is  
always a stressful but thoroughly incredible day. The 
Year 12s have worked extremely hard to come up with a 
script, organise rehearsals and ensure everything is 
running smoothly.  We look forward to getting to know 
the new Yr7s more.                                    Alfie & Chloe 

We are so proud of everyone in Hanover for giving 
such enthusiasm this year to all the House Events. 
Whether we succeeded or not, your commitment to 
the House has truly been demonstrated, making us 
so proud. Coming out on top for the maths EPIC 
week shows your determination, which we hope 
will continue until the end of this school year and 
beyond. We have both certainly enjoyed the start 
of the new academic year, meeting all the fresh 
recruits in Yr7 and discovering their strengths. We 
hope you all have a fun and restful Half Term, 
before more House events kick off again  --     
particularly House Drama. The Yr12s  are doing a 
great job getting everyone ready for the            
performance, as well as writing a tremendous 
script. You are going to need all the energy you 
can muster for that one.           JoJo & Amy 

Lancaster House is going from strength to strength 
under its new student leadership! The commitment 
from all the students in the House has been     
exceptional so far and we are all really looking 
forward to yet more victories and achievements. 
We’re both very proud of the progress we have 
made as a House, exceeding all expectations. In 
House Rowing we came in at 4th place overall, but 
mostly it was the immense support and cheering 
which Sophie and I loved to see.  

Thank you too, to all the House members in Yr12 
who are beavering away, creating a spectacle for 
our House Drama entry. Come on, Lancaster … we 
can do it! 

Excellent start to the year!  

Josh& Sophie 

Images featured below are the House Art entries from Summer 2018 
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Celebrating Cultures & Creating Cakes 

European Day of Languages 
This year we celebrated European Day of Languages on Thursday 27th    
September 2018.Traditionally, this is a day when we celebrate not just       
European languages, but languages world-wide.  In school we had a       
wonderful language-themed cake sale (with all proceeds going to MacMillan) 
and there was a very well attended languages carousel activity at lunch 
time. There were lots of languages on offer and students could learn a bit of 
Russian, Hebrew, Persian, Czech, Portuguese and Greek, to name but a few 
of the languages on offer.  
Thank you to all students and teachers who helped out on the day, made 
cakes for the cake sale and took part in learning and teaching different exotic 
languages. If you are still missing a cake tin please ask your child to come 
and collect it from the Languages Office on the top floor of Cobbett.                                        
Caroline Brooks, Lower School Languages Coordinator 

Il professor Sacco mi ha invitato ad 
una classe di lingue per esempio il 
polacco, L’italiano, il russo etc.  Il 
nome di questo piccolo evento si 
chiamava ‘European Languages Day’, 
tradotto como Giorno di Lingue 
Europee.  Mi ha chiesto di aiutarlo 
a far imparare l'italiano ad alcuni 
ragazzi insieme a mia sorella e 
un’amica Siciliana ma in realta non ho 
fatto molto, anzi niente!  Dato che il 
mio accento in inglese e terribile e 
anche da assolutamento            
migliorare!  Ma la cosa e che non 
voglio migliorare il mio accento, voglio 
soltanto che io sia comprensibile a 
questi Inglesi.  Purtroppo in questi 
giorni sto perdendo i miei accenti 
(parlo tante lingue) per colpa del 
inglese!  Comunque mi sono divertito 
molto e mi sono divertito davvero 
tanto con i miei amici. 

 

Foreign Film Society 

The Foreign Film Society kicked off its 2018/19 
season with Michael Haneke’s Caché (2005), a 
layered exploration into guilt and violence. This 
gripping film followed a TV show presenter who 
received anonymous video tapes of himself and 
his home, suggesting he may be being stalked.  

As a non-linguist, I enjoy foreign films because 
they provide an insight into different cultures and 
ideas, which can produce very engaging stories 
with different settings, situations and characters. 
Specific genres can really be enhanced by a new 
point of view. For example, South Korea produce 
very good thrillers like Oldboy (2003), The Chaser 
(2008) and I Saw the Devil (2010). There is also 
different material to adapt into films, for example, 
local folk tales which may not be familiar to people 
from other countries.          Jake Creely Yr13 
 

For more information about the GCS Foreign Film Society, 
please contact cam@guildfordcounty.co.uk 

An new and exciting project which has been 
launched to Yr8 pupils to encourage them to start 

playing the violin. We hope 
to see even more pupils 

getting involved with all the 
extra curricular music 

opportunities offered here 
at County.                   

Hannah Rixon, Music 
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‘Stringendo’ 

Congratulations to 

Amber Payne, Yr13, 

who recently 

achieved               

distinction  ... 

… in her 

Grade 8 

bassoon 

exam. 

Here’s what our Music Ambassadors say … 
Since joining the school, we have been eternally grateful to be part 
of a place that acknowledges music as an important and significant 
area of education; we both believe that it is one of the most       
motivating options a student can partake in. I - Luca  -   remember 
looking up to the older students in performances, just wishing I 
could be like them; they had so much musical talent and knowledge 
which I couldn’t wait to develop. Music has always been our     
favourite aspect of school life, with events, such as the recent Open 
Evening, giving us a chance to perform and show everyone how 
much of a difference music can make - and that in our school,   
everyone gets involved. In our recent Music Council meeting, we 
discussed the importance of music, and everyone agreed that their 
music lessons were strongly looked forward to, acting as a break 
and a chance for expression and imagination.  I - Lucy - can     
definitely say that, as someone who didn’t always love or feel  
confident in other subjects, my music lessons were somewhere I 
could thrive and grow. Music is such a vital part of our experience at 
County, it can sometimes feel frustrating to know that not everyone 
has these experiences. At County it is part of who we are. We are 
fortunate enough to have the chance to learn new instruments as 
part of our introductory schemes and it’s hard to believe that not 
every school provides these opportunities, some not even offering 
music as a GCSE or A level. We think this is upsetting and would 
like to continue to think about the future of music in education. 
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BookTrust is a charity which reaches 3.4 million children 

across the UK - with books, resources and support - to help 

develop a love of reading. 

One of the schemes run by BookTrust is BookBuzz. This 

helps schools to purchase books at a reduced price for     
pupils.  Guildford County School subscribes to this scheme 
and today the Yr7s received their books in an assembly. Mrs 

Wahl spoke about reading and how practice now, reading 
anything regularly, is a benefit later on. Mr Ayres spoke about 
finding the fantasy genre and how reading helps him to relax. 

He believes there is a book somewhere for everyone. The 
challenge is finding that book. Yr7 were further challenged to 

read for an hour at least over the half term in a place which 
suits them best and to provide a photograph of them reading 
in this favourite place. The trick for the photograph being to 

show the book, the location but not necessarily the face of the 
person reading.                   Heather Wahl, Librarian A
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GCSE Drama students, recently travelled into central London via 
coach, to attend an exclusive backstage tour of the famous National 
Theatre. This experience will be of great help to all of the students, 
giving them the chance to see, first-hand, the inner workings of a    

professional theatre; 
the chance to ask 
questions will also be 
beneficial in doing the 
Drama written paper at 
the end of Yr11 - worth 
40% of the total mark! 
The actual tours were 
just over an hour long 
and showed three 
separate performance 
auditoriums within the 

National Theatre complex. The largest, the Olivier Theatre (seating 
1100), was set for their new play 'Anthony and Cleopatra'. The        
intelligent questions being asked, at times, stumped the tour guide. 
One of the other theatres, the Lyttelton, was slightly smaller, seating 
900 people at full capacity, but still very impressive. The group also 
saw a smaller 'Black Box' style theatre, before having the opportunity to 
see the production elements: workshops for props, set and costume. 
Unlike other theatres, all these elements are made ‘in house’ 
Then came a stroll to Covent Garden to see a matinee performance of 
the world famous show 'The Woman in Black'; it was brilliant and the 
way the actors on stage created tension was incredible. There have 
perhaps never been as many scared students in one space … and they    
possibly all slept with the light on that night!  
A brilliant time!                                 Dan Kite, Yr11 

A Dramatic Experience 

Back Stage Tour 

National Theatre Complex 

GCS DofE Award - Silver Expedition to Exmoor - 2018 

maps - check - compasses - check - route - check - food 

sneaky bit of marking - check 
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Jeux Sans Frontières in the Surrey Hills 
GCS Sponsored Walk October 2018 

Within and Without GCS 

A Taste of County Spirit 
GCS Open Evening October 2018 
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There is an eagle in me 
that wants to soar, and 
there is a hippopotamus 
in me that wants to wallow 
in mud          Carl Sandburg 

Team raft challenges 
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Although it was a very wet 
weekend, fun was had by all 
on the trip and we very much 

look forward to running it again 
next year. 

Osmington Bay 
Sixty eight students from Yrs 8 & 9,recently travelled to Dorset for a 

very wet and windy weekend of Science & Outdoor Activities .  

The students applied their science knowledge to practical environments, walking down to the beach to find living organisms in their         
natural habitat  -  from anemones that sucked fingers, to large crabs that tried to pinch when picked up.  

They also expanded their knowledge of geology, rocks and fossils - digging through clay         
coastlines to see who could find the biggest ammonites and Devil’s Toenails (although due to the 

stormy weather some students spent more time trying to pick themselves up after falling over).   

Groups got very wet building their own rafts out of scaffolding, ropes and 
barrels, applying their knowledge of physics to ensure the raft would float. 

Once they had built their raft they took it onto the water where they             
completed challenges – most of which resulted in                                     

someone falling into the water.                                                                    
Archery and climbing also featured. 

 

POSITION HOUSE 
1

st Tudor 54 Points 

2
nd Windsor 52 Points 

3
rd York 44 Points 

4
th Lancaster 42 Points 

5
th Hanover 38 Points 

6
th Stuart 32 Points 

House Rowing 2018 

As always this was a very exciting and fiercely competitive 
event, enjoyed by all years - 7s through to 13s. It was         
particularly close this year, with first and second place being 
decided only in the last ‘dying’ seconds of the final race! 

Dave Ayres, Head of Physical Education 

Fiona Beaumont, Head of Girls Physical Education 
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Friends of GCS 

Focus on Fundraisng  

Dates for the Diary: 

 

 

Thu 18 Oct Half Term break begins 

Fri 19 Oct INSET Athena Schools Trust 

Mon 29 Oct School returns 

Thu 08 Nov Foreign Film Society ‘Downfall’ 

Fri 09 Nov Awards Evening 

Thu 15 Nov House Drama Day 

Thu 15 Nov Big Band @ Christmas Lights 

Mon 19 Nov House Drama Evening 

Tue 20 Nov House Drama Evening 

 

 

This year marks a key year for 
GCS in terms of fundraising.  

We are changing what we 
‘normally’ do to give some more 
variety and create a step change 

in our operations. 

We need you! 
We need to raise a large sum 

which will go towards the Sports 
Hall, and so we have been      

working hard to put together a 
great line up of activities and 

events.   

We hope there is something that 
will appeal to everyone and we 

are                                        

Counting on you! 

What can you do now? 
If you have any fundraising ideas                                                                 

or wish to volunteer goods, services or your time please email  

gcsfriends@guildfordcounty.co.uk  

We will be delighted to hear from you. 

We will be communicating more about these events over the next month 
but if you want to know more now, then please email 

gcsfriends@guildfordcounty.co.uk 

If you haven’t liked our Facebook page please do - FRIENDSOFGCS 

We are now on Twitter: @GCS_Friends  

We hope that you will help us to 
make this a spectacular fundraising 

year. Next meeting is on                         
Monday 29 October at 7.30pm 

in A25  
We would love to see many happy faces there. 

100s Club 2018/19 What is this? 

For just £10 per year, you could have a 
chance of winning a prize of either £50, £25 
or £15 in each of our three draws during the 
year AND your £10 will go towards the new 

Sports Hall Appeal. 

A BIG thank you to all those staff, parents & 
carers who have already contributed. To 
date we have sold 44 numbers, which 

means there is still time to buy a number 
before our first draw in December. 

Either complete the form sent                   
via Parentmail or contact  

fogcsnumbersclub@gmail.com 

Thank you for your support! 

We look forward to meeting you. 

Karen Telfer 

Numbers available may not match these exactly  

Bruges 

mailto:gcsfriends@guildfordcounty.co.uk
mailto:gcsfriends@guildfordcounty.co.uk
mailto:fogcsnumbersclub@gmail.com

